Many sequential algorithms have been proposed for mining of association rules. However, very little work has been done in mining association rules in distributed databases. A direct application of sequential algorithms to distributed databases is not e ective, because it requires a large amount of communication overhead. In this study, an e cient algorithm, DMA, is proposed. It generates a small number of candidate sets and requires only O(n) messages for support count exchange for each candidate set, where n is the number of sites in a distributed database. The algorithm has been implemented on an experimental test bed and its performance is studied. The results show that DMA has superior performance when comparing with the direct application of a popular sequential algorithm in distributed databases.
Introduction
Database mining has recently attracted tremendous amount of attention in database research because of its applicability in many areas, including decision support, marketing strategy and nancial forecast. The research community has observed that data mining, together with data warehousing and data repositories are three new uses of database technology, which are considered as important areas in database research 20] .
Many interesting and e cient data mining algorithms have been proposed (e.g., see 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21] ). These database-oriented mining algorithms can be classi ed sets and broadcasts them to all the other sites. Subsequently, all the sites can nd the globally large itemsets for that iteration, and then proceed to the next iteration. This algorithm has a simple communication scheme for count exchange. However, it also has the similar problems of higher number of candidate sets and larger amount of communication overhead.
The e ciency of the algorithm DMA that we have developed is attributed mainly to the following two features.
1. Both Apriori and DHP generate the candidate sets by applying the Apriori-gen function on the large itemsets found in the previous iteration. CD and PDM use the same technique in the parallel environment. DMA uses a new technique to generate a much smaller set of candidate sets then either Apriori or DHP. (This will be explained in Section 3.2). 2. In DMA, to determine whether a candidate set is large, only O(n) messages are needed for support count exchange. This is much less than a straight adaptation of Apriori, which requires O(n 2 ) messages for support count exchange.
Distributed database has an intrinsic data skewness property. The distribution of the itemsets in di erent partitions are not identical, and many items occur more frequently in some partitions than the others. For example, in a distributed database of a national supermarket chain, it is expected the consumers' purchasing patterns in New York City will be quite di erent from that in Los Angles. As a result, many itemsets may be large locally at some sites but not necessarily in the other sites. This skewness property poses a new requirement in the design of mining algorithm.
Furthermore, DMA can be applied to the mining of association rules in a large centralized database by partitioning the database to the nodes of a distributed system. This is particularly useful if the data set is too large for sequential mining.
Extensive experiments have been conducted to study the performance of DMA and compare it against the algorithm Count Distribution (CD), which is a direct application of the Apriori algorithm to distributed databases. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. A brief summary of mining association rules in the sequential environment will be discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, the problem of mining association rules in a distributed database is de ned and some important results are discussed. The algorithm DMA is presented in Section 4. A performance study is discussed in Section 5. Some discussion and conclusions are presented in Sections 6 and 7.
2 Sequential Mining of Association Rules
Association rules
Let I = fi 1 ; i 2 ; : : :; i m g be a set of items. Let DB be a database of transactions, where each transaction T is a set of items such that T I. Given Given a minimum con dence threshold minconf and a minimum support threshold minsup, the problem of mining association rules is to nd all the association rules whose con dence and support are larger than the respective thresholds. We also call an association rule a strong rule to distinguish it from the weak ones, i.e., those that do not meet the thresholds 13].
For an itemset X, its support is de ned similarly as the percentage of transactions in DB which contains X. We also use X:sup, to denote its support count, which is the number of transactions in DB containing X. Given a minimum support threshold minsup, an itemset X is large if its support is no less than minsup. Moreover, for presentation purpose, we will call an itemset of size-k a k-itemset. It has been shown that the problem of mining association rules can be reduced to two subproblems 4].
1. Find all large itemsets for a pre-determined minimum support. 2. Generate the association rules from the large itemsets found.
The most crucial factor that a ects the performance of mining association rules is to nd e cient method to resolve the rst problem 6].
Apriori algorithm
The Apriori algorithm is one of the most popular algorithm in the mining of association rules in a centralized database. The main idea of Apriori is outlined in the following 6].
1. The large itemsets are computed through iterations. In each iteration, the database is scanned once and all large itemsets of the same size are computed. The large itemsets are computed in the ascending order of their sizes. 2. In the rst iteration, the size-1 large itemsets are computed by scanning the database once.
Subsequently, in the k-th iteration (k > 1), a set of candidate sets C k is created by applying the candidate set generating function Apriori-gen on L k?1 , where L k?1 is the set of all large (k ? 1)-itemsets found in iteration k ? 1. Apriori-gen generates only those k-itemset whose every (k ? 1)-itemset subset is in L k?1 . The support counts of the candidate itemsets in C k are then computed by scanning the database once and the size-k large itemsets are extracted from the candidates.
Two interesting extensions of the Apriori algorithm are the DHP 17] and PARTITION algorithms 19]. In the rst iteration, while it is computing the support counts of the size-1 itemsets, DHP stores the support counts of the size-2 candidate itemsets in a hash table. Upper bounds of the support counts of the size-2 candidates can be deduced from the hash table and are used to prune away some size-2 candidates in the second iteration. As a result of the hashing and pruning, the cost of computing the support counts of the size-2 candidate sets is reduced substantially in DHP.
The PARTITION algorithm divides the database into partitions such that each of them can be processed e ciently in memory to nd the itemsets which are large in it. The set consists of all these itemsets becomes a candidate set for nding the large itemsets in the database. The advantage of the PARTITION algorithm is that only one scan of the database is required after the candidate sets are found in the partitions. 3 Mining of Association Rules in Distributed Databases 3.1 Problem Description Let DB be a partitioned database located at n sites S 1 ; S 2 ; : : :; S n . The database partitions at these sites are fDB 1 ; DB 2 ; : : :; DB n g. (In the following, we will adopt the convention of attaching a superscript i on a notation to denote the corresponding distributed notation for site S i .)
Let the size of DB and the partitions DB i be D and D i , respectively. For a given itemset X, let X:sup and X:sup i be the respective support counts of X in DB and DB i . We will call X:sup the global support count and X:sup i the local support count of X at site S i . For a given minimum support s, X is globally large if X:sup s D; correspondingly, X is locally large at site S i , if X:sup i s D i . In the following, we will use L to denote all the globally large itemsets in DB and L k to denote all globally large k-itemsets in L. The problem of mining association rules in a distributed database DB can be reduced to the nding of all globally large itemsets.
Generate a Smaller Set of Candidate Sets
Before we discuss how to generate a small set of candidate sets, we rst present a few interesting and useful observations. First of all, we have found that many candidate sets generated by applying the Apriori-gen function are not needed in the search of large itemsets. In fact, there is a natural and e ective method for every site to generate its own set of candidate sets, which is typically much smaller than the set of all the candidate sets. Following that, every site only needs to nd the large itemsets among these candidate sets. By using this technique, we have achieved an e ective division of the mining task amongst the sites in the database. In the following, several lemmas and theorem are described to illustrate the above observations. Lemma 1 If an itemset X is locally large at a site S i , then all its subsets are also locally large at site S i . Proof. This follows from the de nition of locally large. Lemma 2 If an itemset X is globally large, then there exists a site S i , (1 i n), such that X and all its subsets are locally large at site S i . Proof. If X:sup i < s D i for all i = 1; : : : ; n, then X:sup < s D, and X cannot be globally large. Therefore, X must be locally large at some site S i . It follows from Lemma 1 that all the subsets of X must be locally large at S i . 2
For a site S i , if an itemset X is both locally large at site S i and globally large, then we say that X is heavy at site S i . We use HL i to denote the set of heavy itemsets at site S i , and HL i k to denote the set of heavy k-itemsets at site S i . In DMA, the heavy itemsets at each site play an important role in the generation of candidate sets. Lemma 3 If an itemset X is globally large, then there exists a site S i , (1 i n), such that X is heavy at site S i . Proof. Since X is globally large, it follows from Lemma 2 that X must be locally large at some site S i , (1 i n). Hence, X is heavy at site S i .
2 Lemma 4 If an itemset X is heavy at a site S i , (1 i n), then all its subsets are also heavy at site S i . Proof. If X is heavy at site S i , then it must be globally large, therefore, all its subsets are globally large. Moreover, since X is locally large at site S i , it follows from Lemma 1 that all the subsets of X must be locally large at site S i . Hence, all its subsets are heavy at site S i . 2
Lemma 4 is a very interesting property, it shows that the heavy itemsets at each site have a monotonic subset relationship among them. This relationship also exists among the large itemsets in the centralized case, and it is a necessary condition such that large itemsets can be computed iteratively.
Lemma 5 If X 2 L k , (i.e. X is a globally large k-itemset), then there exists a site i, (1 i n), such that X and all its size (k ? 1) subsets are heavy at site S i .
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3 and 4.
2
Lemma 5 is equivalent to the combination of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. It is a basis to design an e ective method to generate a smaller set of candidate sets in the distributed environment.
In general, in a straightforward adaptation of Apriori, in the k-th iteration, the set of candidate sets would be generated by applying the Apriori-gen function on L k?1 . We denote this set of candidate sets by CA k , (which stands for size-k candidate sets from Apriori). In order words, CA k = Apriori gen(L k ?1 ):
At each site S i , let CH i k be the set of candidates sets generated by applying Apriori-gen on HL i k?1 , i.e., CH i k = Apriori gen(HL i k ?1 ); (CH stands for candidate sets generated from heavy itemsets). Hence CH i k is generated from HL i k?1 , which is only a subset of L k?1 .
According to Lemma 5, for every large itemset X 2 L k , there exists a site S i , such that all the size-(k-1) subsets of X are heavy at site S i ; hence X 2 CH i k for some site S i . Therefore
Apriori gen(HL i k ?1 ): We use CH k to denote the set n i=1 CH i k . 6
Theorem 1 For every k > 1, the set of all large k-itemsets L k is a subset of CH k = S n i=1 CH i k ,
where CH i k = Apriori gen(HL i k ?1 ). Hence CH k is a set of candidate sets for the size-k large itemsets. Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 5 and the above discussion.
Since every HL i k?1 in Theorem 1 is a subset of L k?1 , the number of candidate sets in CH k is in general smaller than that in CA k . In DMA, we use the result in Theorem 1 to generate a set of candidate sets CH i k for each site S i in each iteration. It can be seen that this set of candidate sets is typically much smaller than that in a direct application of Apriori-gen on L k .
In the following, Example 1 is used to illustrate the reduction of candidate sets by using Theorem 1.
Example 1 Assuming there are 3 sites in a database DB with partitions DB 1 , DB 2 and DB 3 . After the rst iteration, suppose the set of large 1-itemsets L 1 = fA; B; C; D; E; F; Gg, in which A; B; C are locally large at site S 1 , B; C; D are locally large at site S 2 , and E; F; G are locally large at site S 3 . Therefore, HL 1 1 = fA; B; Cg, HL 2 1 = fB; C; Dg, and HL 3 1 = fE; F; Gg.
It follows from Theorem 1 that the set of size-2 candidate sets at site S 1 is equal to CH 1 2 
Local Pruning of Candidate Sets
In the previous subsection, we have shown that the set CH k is typically a much smaller set of candidate sets than CA k . To nd the globally large itemsets, subsequent to the generation of CH k , support count exchange should be done. However, we have observed that some candidate sets in CH k can be pruned away by using some local information before the count exchange starts.
From Lemma 5, if X is a globally large k-itemset, then there must exist a site S i , such that X 2 CH i k and X is heavy at site S i . As a consequence, X must be locally large at site S i . Therefore, a site S i can prune away those candidates in CH i k which are not locally large at S i . In other words, to compute all the large k-itemsets, at each site S i , DMA can restrict its search domain on all the sets X 2 CH i k which are locally large at site S i . For convenience, we use LL i k to denote those candidate sets in CH i k which are locally large at site S i . Follows from the above discussion, in every iteration, (loop counter = k), DMA computes the heavy k-itemsets at each site S i according to the following procedure. In the following, we extend Example 1 to Example 2 to illustrate the execution of the above procedure. Before that, for clarity purpose, we list the notations used so far in our discussion in Table 1 .
D
The number of transactions in database DB s
The support threshold minsup L k
The set of globally large k-itemsets CA k The set of candidate sets generated from L k X:sup The global support count of an itemset X D i
The number of transactions in the partition DB i HL i k The set of heavy k-itemsets at site S i CH i k The set of candidate sets generated from HL i k?1 LL i k
The set of locally large k-itemsets in CH i k X:sup i The local support count of an itemset X at site S i In order to compute the large 2-itemsets, DMA rst computes the local support counts at each site. The result is recorded in Table 2 . The last three rows are the local support counts of the candidate sets at the corresponding sites. For example, the candidate sets at site S 1 are listed in the rst column, and their local support counts are listed in the second column.
From Table 2 , it can be seen that AC:sup 1 = 2 < s D 1 = 5, therefore, AC is not locally large. Hence, the candidate set AC is pruned away at site S 1 The request for support count for AB is broadcast from S 1 to site S 2 and S 3 , and the counts sent back are recorded at site S 1 as in the second row of Table 3 . The other rows record similar count exchange activities at the other sites. At the end of the iteration, site S 1 nds out that only BC is heavy, because BC:sup = 22 > s D = 15, and AB:sup = 13 < s D = 15. Hence the heavy 2-itemset at site S 1 is HL 1 2 = fBCg. Similarly, HL 2 2 = fBC; CDg and HL 3 2 = fEFg. After the broadcast of the heavy itemsets, all sites return the large 2-itemsets L 2 = fBC; CD; EFg.
In terms of message communication, in this example, most of the candidate sets are locally large at one site. For each one of them, only one broadcast and receive are needed. However, for the candidate set BC, messages are broadcast from both S 1 and S 2 , which is not as e cient as in the single broadcast case. In Section 3.4, an optimization technique to eliminate this duplication will be discussed. 
Message Optimization for Finding Large Itemsets
In a straight adaptation of the sequential Apriori algorithm, not only the number of candidate sets generated is larger, but the number of messages for count exchange for each candidate set is also large. This is due to the broadcast for every candidate set from all the sites. This requires O(n 2 ) messages in total for each candidate set, where n is the number of partitions.
In DMA, if a candidate set X is locally large at a site S i , S i only needs O(n) messages to collect all the support counts for X. In general, very few candidate sets are locally large at all the sites. Because of the data skewness property, the percentage of overlappings of the locally large candidate sets from di erent sites should be small. Therefore, in most cases, DMA requires much less than O(n 2 ) messages for each candidate set.
To ensure that DMA requires only O(n) messages for every candidate set in all cases, an optimization technique has been introduced. To achieve single broadcast, DMA uses some simple assignment functions, which could be a hash function, to determine a polling site for each candidate set.
For each candidate set X, its polling site is responsible for broadcasting the polling request, collecting the support counts, and determine whether X is large. Since there is only one polling site for each candidate set X, the number of messages required for count exchange for X is O(n).
In the k-th iteration, after the local pruning phase has been completed at a site S i , DMA uses the following procedure to do the polling.
1. Candidates sent to Polling Sites: S i acts as a home site of its candidate sets; for every polling site S j , S i nds all the candidate sets in LL i k whose polling site are S j and stores them in LL i;j k , (i.e., candidates are being divided into groups according to their polling sites), the local support counts of the candidate sets are also stored in the corresponding set LL i;j k ; sends each LL i;j k to the corresponding polling site S j . 2. Polling Site send Polling Requests: S i acts as a polling site; S i receives all LL j;i k sent to it from the other sites; for every candidate set X received, S i nds the list of originating sites from which X is being sent; S i then broadcasts the polling requests to the other sites not on the list to collect the support counts. 3. Remote Site reply Polling Requests: S i acts as a remote site to reply polling requests sent to it; for every polling request LL p;i k from polling site S p , S i sends the local support counts of the candidates in LL p;i k back to S p . (There is no need to scan the partition D i again to nd the local support counts. It is found already during the local pruning. Please see Section 4.1 for details.) 4. Polling Site Compute Heavy Itemsets: S i acts as a polling site to compute the heavy itemsets; S i receives the support counts from the other sites; computes the global support counts for its candidates in LL i k and nds the heavy itemsets; eventually, S i broadcasts the heavy itemsets together with their global support counts to all the sites.
Example 3 In Example 2, assuming that S 1 is assigned as the polling site of AB and BC, S 2 is assigned as the polling site of CD, and S 3 is assigned as the polling site of EF.
Following from the assignment, site S 1 is responsible for the polling of AB and BC. In the simple case of AB, S 1 sends polling requests to S 2 and S 3 to collect the support counts. As for BC, it is locally large at both S 1 and S 2 , the pair hBC; BC:sup 2 i = hBC; 10i is sent to S 1 by S 2 . After S 1 receives the message, it sends a polling request to the remaining site S 3 . Once the support count BC:sup 3 = 2 is received from S 3 , S 1 nds out that BC:sup = 10 + 10 + 2 = 22 > 15. Hence BC is a heavy itemset at S 1 . By using a polling site, DMA has eliminated the double polling messages for BC. 2 
Algorithm for Distributed Mining of Association Rules
In this section, we present the DMA algorithm (DMA) in detail based on the above discussion. Before the description of the algorithm, we will discuss a technique for computing the local support counts of all the candidate itemsets at di erent sites by performing only one single scan on each partition.
Optimizing Partition Scanning for Count Exchanges
At each site S i , DMA has to nd two sets of support counts in order to do local pruning and count exchange. The rst set is the local support counts of all the candidate sets generated at site S i . ( These candidate sets are the sets in CH i k described in Theorem 1). A hash tree can be used to store the support counts of these candidate sets 6]. A scan on the partition DB i is needed to compute the counts to store in the hash tree. On the other hand, in order to answer the polling requests from the other sites, a second set of support counts of the candidate sets generated at the other sites is needed. If these counts are computed after the requests are received, a second scan on the partition is unavoidable.
In order to avoid doing two scans, DMA is required to nd the two sets of support counts by one scan on the partition and store the counts on the same hash tree. This is possible because the heavy sets for candidate set generation are available to all the sites at the end of each iteration. According to Theorem 1, at a site S i , the set of candidate sets generated in the k-th iteration is CH i k = Apriori gen(HL i k ?1 ). On the other hand, those generated in any other site S j is CH j k = Apriori gen(HL j k ?1 ). Since HL i k?1 and HL j k?1 , (j = 1; : : :; n; j 6 = i), are available at S i , S i can compute all these candidate sets and put them in the same hash tree before the scan for their local support counts starts. In other words, every site only needs to scan its partition once to nd the local support counts of the itemsets in CH k = n i=1 Apriori gen(HL i k ?1 ). With this technique, the two sets of support counts required for local pruning and count exchange can be found in a single scan of the partition. Therefore, the number of scans in DMA is minimized and is comparable to that in the sequential case.
Further more, since every site will have the same set of candidate sets CH k , there is no need to send the itemset names in a polling request, only their positions in the ordered list of the itemsets in CH k is required. This would optimize the message size needed for count exchange. We have done an in-depth performance study on DMA to con rm our analysis of its e ciency. DMA is implemented on a share-nothing distributed system by using PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) 11]. A 10Mb LAN is used to connect six RS/6000 workstations running the AIX system to perform the study. The database in the experiment is composed of synthetic data. In order to study the performance of DMA, we have also implemented the algorithm CD in our test bed. In each iteration, CD generates the candidate sets at every site by applying the Apriorigen function on the set of large itemsets found in the previous iteration. Every site computes the local support counts of all these candidate sets and broadcasts them to the other sites. All the sites can then nd the globally large itemsets for that iteration.
We have performed two experiments to compare the performance of DMA and CD. In the rst experiment, the test bed has a xed number of sites. The aim is to perform the comparison with respect to di erent support thresholds and database sizes. In the second experiment, the threshold and database size are xed, and the performance of the two algorithms are compared with respect to di erent number of sites. The result of the rst experiment is described in detail in Section 5.1, and those of the second experiment is presented in Section 5.2.
The databases used in our experiments are synthetic data generated using the same techniques introduced in 6, 16] . The parameters used are similar to those in 16]. Table 4 is a list of the parameters and their values used in our synthetic databases. Readers not familiar with these parameters can refer to 6, 16] . In the following, we use the notation Tx.Iy.Dm to denote a database in which D = m (in thousands), j T j = x, and j I j = y.
Performance Comparison with Di erent Thresholds and Database Sizes
In the rst experiment, the test bed consists of three sites. Multiplying factor 1260 -2400 Table 4 : Parameter Table. sizes. Each site has its own local disk, and its partition is loaded on its local disk before the experiments start. The three partitions are generated separately using the parameters and the values in Table 4 . In order to control the skewness of the partitions, two more control parameters are introduced. These two parameters are primary range r p and secondary range r s . The primary range is an interval of items, and the secondary range is a sub-interval of the primary range. If the items range from 1 to 1000, a possible pair of primary and secondary ranges could be r p = 1; 1000], and r s = 1; 700]. As described in 16], itemsets are generated as groups of similar itemsets. The size of each group is controlled by the clustering size S q , and the size of the itemsets is a Poisson distribution. In our synthesizing model, the rst itemset in a group is picked randomly from the primary range r p , and the other itemsets in the group contain two parts, the head and the tail. The head is a random extraction from the rst itemset that has been generated. If the head cannot ll up the itemset size, then the tail is picked randomly from the secondary range r s . By doing this, most itemsets generated are within the primary range, with some clustering in the secondary range. Therefore, we can generate databases that have certain skewness towards the secondary range.
The data skewness of a distributed database can be controlled by using di erent primary and secondary ranges for di erent partitions. In Table 5 , the primary and secondary ranges of the three partitions in the rst experiment are listed. The rst two partitions are skewed towards the ranges 1; 700] and 300; 1000] respectively. The third partition DB 3 is generated with two clustering ranges. Two disjoint pools of large itemsets are used in synthesizing DB 3 . The rst one is from the range pair 1; 550] and 1; 400], while the second one is from the range pair 450; 1000] and 600; 1000]. Half of the transactions are picked from the rst pool, and the other half from the second pool. Together, these three partitions exhibit a certain degree of skewness.
In this experiment, the sizes of the databases range from 100K to 900K transactions, and the minimum support threshold ranges from 0:75% to 2%. While the number of candidate sets in DMA are di erent at each site; the number in CD remains the same at all sites.
When comparing DMA against CD, we experienced, on average, a 65% reduction of the number of candidate sets at every site. In Figure 1, DMA and CD at each site for a database of size 500K transactions are plotted against the support thresholds. DMA has much less candidate sets in all cases, and the di erence increases as the support decreases. For the same database, the ratios of the number of candidate sets between DMA and CD are presented also in Figure 1 . The gure shows that the reduction in the number of candidate sets in DMA against CD is about 65% ? 70%.
The above comparison is on the number of candidate sets per site. The result has direct implication on the reduction in the total number of messages required, because only one site will generate messages for a candidate set to do polling.
The reduction in the total messages required is bigger than that in candidate sets when comparing DMA against CD. We have experienced a reduction of about 90% in total message size in all cases. In Figure 2 , for the database of 500K, the total message size needed by DMA and CD are plotted against the support thresholds. Moreover, the ratios of the total message sizes between DMA and CD are presented in the same gure. The reduction is larger when the support threshold is smaller, (i.e., when there are more large itemsets). In the bar chart of Figure 2 , it can be seen that DMA requires 6% ? 12% of the messages of CD.
We have also compared the execution time between DMA and CD. With the database of 500K, DMA is about 7% to 25% faster than CD, depending on the support threshold. In Figure 3 , the execution time of DMA and CD are plotted against the thresholds for the 500K database. The ratios of speed-up are presented in the same gure in bar chart. For some other database sizes in this experiment, the best speed-up can reach about 55%. Even though the speed-up in our experiment is substantial, it does not seem to be as signi cant as the reduction in message size. The main reason is that the overhead in communication is relatively small in our test bed. If DMA is running in a distributed database, whose partitions are placed in far apart locations, the speed-up will be more signi cant. In this experiment, we have also compared DMA against CD on a series of 5 databases from 100K to 900K transactions. In terms of candidate sets and total message size reduction, the improvement in DMA against CD is very steady. In Figure 4 , the average number of candidate sets per site in DMA is compared to that in CD over all the 5 databases, for the threshold s = 0:75%. The ratios between them are plotted in the gure. The result shows that the percentage of reduction is about 70% in all cases.
In Figure 5 , the total size of message communication in DMA is compared to that in CD over all the 5 databases, for the threshold s = 0:75%. The ratios between them are presented in the gure, and it shows that the reduction is between 88% to 89% in all cases. In Figure 6 , the execution time of DMA is compared to that of CD over all the 5 databases, for the same threshold s = 0:75%. The ratios between them are plotted in the gure and DMA is about 18% to 55% faster than CD. 
Performance Comparison with Di erent Number of Sites
In the second experiment, the test bed consists of six RS/6000 workstations. The synthetic database is generated similar to that in the rst experiment. The aim of this experiment is to compare DMA against CD when the number of sites changes. In the following, we will describe the result of a comparison in which the number of sites varies from three to six. The size of the database is 200K transactions, and it is partitioned equally across all the sites. The minimum support threshold is 3%.
Similar to the rst experiment, we found signi cant reduction in both the number of candidate sets and the total message sizes in all the cases in which the number of sites are 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. In Figure 7 , the average number of candidate sets per sites is compared between DMA and CD. A reduction of about 75% ? 90% is witnessed in DMA. In Figure 8 , the ratios of the total message sizes of the two algorithms is presented. DMA has about 85% ? 90% reduction in message sizes in all the cases. Lastly, the execution time ratios are described in Figure 9 , again, DMA is shown to be about 25% ? 35% faster than CD in all the cases.
In general, the performance of DMA depends on the distribution of the data across the partitions. If the itemsets are distributed with a higher skewness among the partitions, the techniques of local pruning and candidate set generation reduction in DMA would be more powerful. When comparing the results of the above two di erent experiments, it can be observed that DMA performs better when the number of nodes is higher. This could be the consequence of a higher data skewness due to the increased number of partitions.
Discussion
The e ciency of DMA is attributed to three techniques: (1) candidate sets generation, (2) local pruning, and (3) messages optimization. In the described DMA, only local information available in each partition is considered in the local pruning. Can we take advantage of the global information available to do more pruning before support count exchange starts ? In fact, at the end of each iteration, the polling site of a candidate set X not only knows the global support count of X but also all the local support counts of X. The set of local support counts can be broadcasted to all the sites together with X at the end of each iteration. We now discuss an optimization technique which makes use of this global information to prune candidate sets. If X is a k-itemset, with respect to each partition DB i , (1 i n), we use maxsup i (X) to denote the minimum value of the local support counts of all the size (k ? 1) subsets of X, i.e, maxsup i (X) = minfY:sup i j Y X and jY j = k ? 1g. It follows from the subset relationship that maxsup i (X) is an upper bound of the local support count X:sup i . Hence, the sum of these upper bounds over all partitions, denoted by maxsup(X), is an upper bound of X:sup. I.e., X:sup < maxsup(X) = P n i=1 maxsup i (X). Note that maxsup(X) can be computed at every site at the beginning of the k-th iteration. Since maxsup(X) is an upper bound of its global support count, it can be used for pruning, i.e., if maxsup(X) < s D, then X cannot be a candidate set. We call this technique global pruning. Global pruning can be combined with local pruning to form di erent pruning strategies. In the following, we outline three possible strategies. The above upper bound for X can be used to prune away some candidate sets at a polling site before it starts to collect support counts.
The e ectiveness of global pruning depends on the data distribution. For example, let AB be a candidate set and its size-1 subset A is locally large in S 1 but small (not locally large) in S 2 , while the size-1 subset B is small in S 1 but large in S 2 . By global pruning, it can be deduced that AB is not globally large. On the other hand, if A and B are both large on S 1 , and small on S 2 , then it cannot be deduced from global pruning that AB is small. In fact, the choice of an appropriate global pruning strategy will depend on the data distribution.
The additional cost in doing global pruning is the storage required to store the local support counts and the message communication to broadcast the support counts. There is a trade-o between the cost and the reduction of candidate sets. It will depend on the data distribution as well as the number of partitions. We believe that global-pruning will pay o when the distribution of the data has certain degree of skewness. Additional performance study is required in order to investigate this technique further.
The hashing technique and relaxation factor proposed in PDM can be integrated with the techniques in DMA 17] . For example, in the selection of hash buckets for broadcasting, the local pruning technique can be used. Also, a relaxation factor on the support threshold can be used to increase the amount of information available at the polling site for global pruning.
Another point worthy to mention here is that the original Count Distribution algorithm as proposed in 5], which is designed for high performance parallel environment, can be improved by introducing polling sites to decrease the amount of message communication required. Its merit is that it requires less synchronization. In fact, in a high performance parallel environment, DMA and CD can be combined to form a hybrid algorithm which has less candidate sets than CD, a slightly more message communication than DMA, but less synchronization. We will investigate this further in our future study.
Another issue related to the performance of the mining of association rules in a distributed database is the di erence between the partition sizes. The algorithms such as DMA and CD require some synchronization in each iteration. A large size di erence between the partitions would not be favourable to the performance. A possible solution would be to divide some large partitions further to equalize their sizes. This would reduce the time in synchronization. However, the trade-o would be more message communication.
Conclusion
We studied an e cient algorithm for mining association rules in distributed databases. The developed method reduces the number of candidate sets at each partition e ectively by using local pruning. The communication scheme for count exchange is optimized by using polling sites. The method is implemented and its performance is studied and compared with a direct application of a popular sequential algorithm. The study shows that the proposed technique has superior performance on the mining of association rules in distributed databases.
The e ciency of local pruning can be enhanced by global pruning if local support counts are stored at the sites. We have also discussed the possibility of integrating the techniques in DMA with those in PDM.
Recently, there have been some interesting studies at nding multiple-level or generalized association rules in large transaction databases 13, 21] . An extension of the techniques in DMA to the mining of multiple-level or generalized association rules in distributed database are interesting problems for further research. For experimental purposes, we are planning to implement the DMA and other related algorithms on an IBM SP2 system with 32 nodes to study the problem of mining association rules in a parallel system with high speed communication.
